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Big Data Analytics
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Big Data and Data Science
• Big data

– Sets of data that are too large to be gathered and analyzed by
traditional methods

• Data Science

– An interdisciplinary field involving the design and use of techniques to
process very large amounts of data from a variety of sources and to
provide knowledge based on the data

• Main point of chapter

– Data is useful for making business decisions

• Important to understand

– Data characteristics
– Internal and external data
– Structured and unstructured data
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Data Characteristics
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Data Characteristics
• Volume
• Variety

– Structured Data

• Data organized into databases with defined fields, including links
between databases

– Unstructured Data

• Data that is not organized into predetermined formats, such as
databases, and often consists of text, images, or other nontraditional
media

• Velocity
• Veracity

– Completeness and accuracy of the data

• Value

– Value is derived from results of data analysis and ability to make
better decisions
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Data Sources
• Internal Data
– Data owned by an organization

• External Data
– Data that belongs to an entity other than the
organization that wished to acquire and use it.
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Internal and External Data
• Internal Data

– Traditionally used by insurers to make business
decisions
– Loss histories and OSHA data is an example
– Vast amount of internal data is available, but due to
volume or lack of technique, has not been analyzed

• External Data

– Sometimes blurred lines of who owns the data
– Telematic driving data is an example
– Social media is another example of data being
voluntary offered by users and analyzed by hosting
sites
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Structured and Unstructured Data
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Big Data and Technology
• Big data and technology are central to the
future of the insurance industry
– Impacts how decisions are made, microinteractions with customers to long term
strategies
– New generation of products that use information
to mitigate or even eliminate risk.

• Note definition of Risk – Effect of uncertainty
on objectives
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Big Data and Technology
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Big Data and Data Science

Data Mining – The analysis of large amounts of data to find new relationships
and patterns that will assist in developing business solutions
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Big Data and Data Science
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Data Analysis Techniques
• Two main methods for data analysis
– Supervised learning
• A type of model creation derived from the field of
machine learning, in which the target variable is
defined.

– Unsupervised Learning
• A type of model creation derived from the field of
machine learning, that does not have a defiined target
variable.
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Data Analysis Techniques
• Classification Trees

– Supervised learning technique that uses structure
similar to a tree
• Nodes, arrows, and leafs

• Regressions Models

– Used to determine a numerical value for a target
rather than categorical value
– Used to create algorithms

• Cluster Analysis

– Technique used for unsupervised learning
– Commonly used when an insurer knows a general
problem it wants to solve but does not know the
variables it must analyze to do so
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New Data Analysis Techniques
• Text Mining

– Obtaining information through language recognition

• Social Network Analysis

– Study of the connections and relationships among
people in a network
– Can be used to detect fraud claims

• Neural Networks

– Technique composed of three layers, including an
input layer, a hidden layer with nonlinear functions,
and an output layer, that is used for complex problems
– Can be used for both supervised and unsupervised
learning
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Text Mining
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Text Mining
Retrieve and Prepare Text
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Text Mining

Create Structured Data from Unstructured Data
• Stopword – a common word that offers little meaning and
is filtered out in a text mining context
• Algorithm – an operational sequence used to solve
mathematical problems and to create computer programs
• Instance – the replacement of a data point described by a
set of attributes within a models dataset
• Attribute – A variable that describes a characteristic of an
instance within a model
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Text Mining

Create Structured Data from Unstructured Data
• Corpus – A collection of writings or documents
• Token – In a text mining context, a meaningful term or
group of terms
• Term Frequency – A measurement of how often a term
appears in a document
• Inverse document frequency – The measurement of the
significance of a term within a document of text in a
corpus, based on how many documents within which it
appears in that corpus
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Text Mining

Create Structured Data from Unstructured Data
• Apply a modeling algorithm to text so that
text can be given a numerical value
• From the unstructured data, key terms can be
extracted and represented in a table or
spreadsheet
• Common approach to present structured data
is to count the number of times each term
appears in a document
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Text Mining

Create Structured Data from Unstructured Data
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Text Mining

Create a Model Using Data Mining Techniques
• Nearest neighbor – The most similar instance in a data
model
• Class label – The value of the target variable in a model
• Training data – Data that is used to train a predictive model
and that therefore must have known values for the target
variable to model
• Holdout data – in the model training process, existing data
with a known target variable that is not used as part of the
training data
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Text Mining

Create a Model Using Data Mining Techniques
• Example of use in text – Claims Notes to discover
indicators of fraud
– Perform cluster analysis on claims notes and look for
similarity in documents and identify nearest neighbors
– Compare a known fraudulent claim using key words to
find similar words in other files
– Predictive model could be built using fraud-correlated
terms as attributes and would create class labels
– Training data with known values would be used to
develop the model
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Text Mining

Create a Model Using Data Mining Techniques
• Overfitting – The process of fitting a model too closely
to the training data for the model to be effective on
other data
• Generalization – The ability of a model to apply itself to
data outside of the training data
• Information gain – A measure of the predictive power
of one or more attributes
• Semantic Network – A network that shows the logical
relationships between concepts
26
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Text Mining

Create a Model Using Data Mining Techniques
• Accuracy – in a model performance evaluation, a
model’s correct predictions divided by total predictions
• Precision – in a model performance evaluation, a
model’s correct positive predictions divided by its total
positive predictions
• Recall – in a model performance evaluation, a model’s
correct positive predictions divided by the sum of its
correct positive predictions and incorrect negative
predictions.
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Text Mining

Evaluate the Text Mining Model
• The effectiveness of a text mining model can be evaluated through
traditional data-modeling performance metrics, such as accuracy,
precision, recall and F-score.
– However, accuracy is not the best measure of text applications
because of the high number of negative results
– Ie…most words in claims notes will not correlate with fraudulent
claims

• Using a confusion matrix of results , the metrics can be calcualted
• F-score – In statistics, the measure that combines precision and
recall and is the harmonic mean of precision and recall
• Confusion matrix – A matrix that shows the predicted and actual
results of a model
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Text Mining

Evaluate the Text Mining Model
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Social Network Analysis
• Network Analysis – Study of the nodes
(vertices) and edges (lines) in a network
• Sociogram – A graphic representation of a
social network
• Node (vertex) – A point in a network
• Edge - A link in a network
30
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Social Network Analysis
Social network analysis is a type of network analysis
that provides a way better understand individuals and
to analyze how they are linked to and influenced by
others
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Social Network Analysis
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Social Network Analysis
• Link Analysis

– A link is a connection between two people or between a
person and a thing
• Examples….friends on facebook or webpage links

– Links can be studied to determine who will likely influence
whom and how closely people and things are connected
– Link prediction is the process of trying to predict links
(prediction of the connection between data items)
• Amazon and “think you might also like….”

– Data mining – The process of extracting hiding patterns
from data that is used in a wide range of applications for
research and fraud detection
• Data mining of social media sites can raise privacy concerns
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Social Network Analysis
• Social Network Metrics
– Centrality measures – In social network context, the quantification of a
node’s relationship to other nodes in the same network
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Social Network Analysis
• Social Network Metrics
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Social Network Analysis
• Network Classification
– Using this type of analysis in social networks
assumes that elements that are linked are similar
– Definitions
• Logistic regression – A type of generalized linear model
in which the predicted values are probabilities
• Egonet – A network composed of an ego and nodes
directly connected to it
• Biograph – A network that has two types of nodes
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Social Network Analysis
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Assessing Reputation Risk through Text
Mining and Social Network Analysis

• Reputation is an intangible asset that relates to
an organization’s goals and values

– Results from behaviors and opinions of stakeholders
– Grows over time
– Pillar of organization’s legitimacy…social license to
operate

• Examples
– Child labor violations
– Environmental violations
– Privacy of information
38
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Assessing Reputation Risk through Text
Mining and Social Network Analysis

• Reputation Risk

– The risk that negative publicity, whether true or
not, will damage a company’s reputation and it
ability to operate its business
– Involves carefully managing interactions with the
general public, stakeholders, and employees

• With social media, ability to communicate to
millions of people can impact reputation in
matter of hours and even minutes
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Assessing Reputation Risk through Text
Mining and Social Network Analysis
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Assessing Reputation Risk through Text
Mining and Social Network Analysis
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Assessing Reputation Risk through Text
Mining and Social Network Analysis

• Reputation Risk

– The risk that negative publicity, whether true or
not, will damage a company’s reputation and it
ability to operate its business
– Involves carefully managing interactions with the
general public, stakeholders, and employees

• With social media, ability to communicate to
millions of people can impact reputation in
matter of hours and even minutes
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Assessing Reputation Risk through Text
Mining and Social Network Analysis
• Text Mining
– First step to understand risk to an organization is work with data
scientist to mine news articles and social media posts within 24 hours
of major article
– Perform sentiment analysis – process of determining the opinion or
emotion behind a selection of text
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Assessing Reputation Risk through Text
Mining and Social Network Analysis
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Assessing Reputation Risk through Text
Mining and Social Network Analysis
• Social Network Analysis
– To determine effect and how far reaching the posts and articles are, a
social network analysis should also be performed
– Sociogram can show how information is passed through nodes
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Assessing Reputation Risk through Text
Mining and Social Network Analysis
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Assessing Reputation Risk through Text
Mining and Social Network Analysis
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